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lnci·ease -Mass Attendance,
"Afterayearand:~.ri7:.1 c'::::':n.u.whatdoyouthink Council Urges Student Body

D.P. Again Voices Opinions
On U.S. After I~ Year Stay

of America?"- Thus began a second interview by the N e w s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Barracks 8 Leads In
with Peter Horwath, sophomore D.P. from Yugoslavia, who
Daily Mass Attendance
had been questioned concerning his ·first impression of Amer..
The need for urging stuica when he arrived at Xavier in September, 1949.
dents to attend Mass more
"When I had recovered from
my surprise at not finding all the
By Toni Li11pert.
spirit of the student body."
frequently was brought up by
men to be gangsters and all the
This
week
the
News
went
to,
Freshman
Ed
Evans
believes
Jim
McGann, vice-president
women half-clothed (the influthe
students
in
an
attempt
to
find
support
is
given
too
half-heartedof
the
senior class, Monday at
ence of American movies), I setw
out what their reactions to· the ly. He turned the tables a bit and the student council meeting.
tled down to getting to know
Angelus Crusade have been thus asked this interviewer a ques- The general idea, which was
Americans _better. And I really
far. Two things were obvious tion. "What is being done about
like them, especially for their
after interviewing just 10 stu- the 6 p. m. Angelus for the men not expressed in a formal mofriendliness and tolerance. But I
dents as a cross-section of gen- on campus?"
tion, was to have members of
think Americans could learn to
eral
opinion:
first,
everyone
Frank
Nieman,
Honors
A.
B.
the
different classes attend
live a fuller life from Europeans,
agrees that the Crusade is one of Freshman, pointed out that the Mass on specified days.
and I notice that family life is not
, the best ideas to hit campus in a Crusade has been successful be"This would be an E!xcellent
as intimate as it is in Europe."
: long time; second, everyone does rause "it has brought to the . opportunity to unite the students
Asked about particulars, Peter
I not agree that it has been the minds of the students how simply in attending Mass to pray for
said that he hadn't lost his origi! success it might be.
merit can be gained by a short themselves and their classmates
nal dislike for the overabundance
! Senior Jim Hammacher thinks praye~."
.
. in whatever their future might
of advertising, especially in radio
Ithat if the Crusade ls sufficient- Jumors Jim Glenn and Jim bring," stated Al Moser, head of
and television. He thinks that
!ly promoted it will have the sup- Ausdenmoore agree that ~he the judicial board.
American girls are exceptionally
: port of the majority of the stu- ~rusade has been a success sm~e
Al Waddell, junior treasurer,
beautiful, though they use too
i dents. I think the members of the it ~a.s brought gre?t Cathollc commented that it might be
much paint and powder. Popu-j
sponsoring organizations w i 11 tradition to th~ .Xav~er campus. easier for some students to atlar music still strikes him as behave to gather as groups in stra- B':'t ~lenn quah~ied his statemen~ tend their own parish churches.
ing too sentimental, but he likes
tegic
spots and publicly say the with One. fault is many students When Jim Powers, frosh vicejazz, and the easy availibility of
Peter Horwath
Ang!=!lus."
apparent J~norance of the exact president feared that the council
classical music is greatly appreciwhere
prayer
is
mostly
private.
Tom
Smith,
junior
in
Liberal
(Contmued on Page G)
might have "too many irons" in
ated by him.
the fire," Moser answered that
One point which he hasn't de- He was surprised to fiml col- Arts, has a different angle: "The
for Catholic students, in a Cathcided yet is whether he likes the lege students stmlying funda- Angelus Crusade certainly proAmerican businessman. "His ef- mentals, for .his high school vides an answer to crying need
olic school, in the season of Lent,
a plan for greater attendance at
ficiency and enterprise is certainly training, in Yugoslavia and at Xavier-that of a religious
"Our To)Vn" will be the Mas- Mass would never be superfluous.
praiseworthy, but I wonder if he Germany, was much more in- tradition. F1·01n limited observaJack Schaeffers, soph treashasn't allowed himself to be too tensive than in American tion and conversation wit Ii que Society's spring production
others, it seems that the Crusade to an announcement made this urer, reported that the results of
greatly influenced by material schools.
Peter· still plans to stay in is but a partial success so far. It week by Bill Schulte, graduate the Angelus Crusade were good
happiness," is Peter's conclusion
America, has taken out his first won't be a complete success un- fellow in speech, who will direct in some cases. He noted that more
to this problem.
cooperation on the part of the
"As for Xavier," I like it very citizenship papers, and would til every Xavier student takes the play.
Tryouts were to have been held students is needed. Jim Powers
much, except the dull knives in like to be able to bring his par- part. If the recording in South
the cafeteria. The most im- ents and his sister to America. He Hall and the power of example in South Hall at 7: 30 p. m. this reported that the ·results in the
cafetel'ia were good.
pressive thing I have noted may have his desire of becoming elsewhere cannot render the Thursday and Friday.
The play will be presented
about Xavier is the amount of an American Citizen granted Crusade a success, the fault lies
Jim Spam, sophomore V. P.,
group prayer. It is really differ- much sooner than expected if he not in its sponsors or in their me- about the middle of April in was appointed to check on the
ent from European schools, is drafted this June.
thods of publicity, but in the South Hall, Schulte said.
appointment of Xavier's senior
delegate to the N. F. C. C. S. since
senior Jim Ryan had resigned.
Irvin Beumer, newly appointed
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To Follow Lenten Season
The Campus Committee, at its
regular meeting Monday night in
the Pioneer Room, adopted an
amendment to its constitution
providing for the expulsion of
any member absenting himself
from two meetings without excuse. Any such expelled member
will be replaced by means of a
spe~ial election to be held in the
hall he represents.
The Committee initiated plans
for a post-Lenten dance in honor
of the Xavier basketball team
similar to the one held last winter for the football players. Ed
Nock, president of the Campus
Committee, assumed chairmanship of the dance committee.
Ed Brandabur, of Barracks 13,
was appointed to head a committee planning entertainment for
the next Dads' Club meeting as a
gesture of gratitude for the
Club's donations toward the improvement of recreational facilides in South Hall.
The Angelus Crusade was
given additional impetus when
Ed Nock urged the members to
take it into their Halls and to the
individual dorm students they
represent, and make every effo.-t
to absorb it into their daily routine.
Al Moser, News auociate editor,

Sl**e briefly. .

Several Xavier students. are
assisting with preparation for the
citywide Family Life Conference
to be held on the Evanston campus next Friday through Sunday.
Don Beeber, a freshman, is
chairman of the promotion committee of the Cincinnati Catholic
Colleges' Family Relations Club,
which is co-sponsoring the conference with the Xavier Family
Life Institute. Members of his
committee include Paul Litkowski, Roger Lindermann and Richard Spelz.
Paul A. Palmisano, pre-med
junior, is chairman of the speakers' committee and also is serving.
with Paul Bluemle, club president, as an assistant to C. Glynn
Fraser, conference director, in the
planning of the annual affair.
One of the membe1·s of the
panel to be held Sunday on the
conference theme of "Restoring
the Family Circle" will be Harold Knecht, pre.:med sophomore.
Other chairmen of Family Relations Club committees working
on the conference include Kathryn Murray and Miriam Meiners, both of Mt. St. Joseph College, who head the display and
literature committees, respectively; Mary Wenke, also of the
Mount, will be a member of the
Sunday panel.
All Xavier students and their
families have 'beea uraied by

of the sessions if possible, and
also to submit nominations for
'the Cincinnati Family of the
Year, which will be presented the
Xavier Award at the close of the

may be obtained in the Public
Relations Office Albers Hall.
A St. Bernard family, that of
Mr. and Mrs. Aloysius Von Hagel,
won last year.
·

the Student Council. Beumer
thanked the members and
pledged his aid if needed.
Al Morse, sophomore president,
reported that the record with
Philip Scharper, Instructor in
English, reciting the Angelus had
been delayed and would probably
be installed by the end of this
week or the beginning of next.

Attendance Up
Daily Mass attendance during
Lent is on the rise a't Xavier. This
was shown in figures released by
the Sodality on percentage of attendance at Daily Mass on the
part of Dorm Students during
the week of Feb. 19 through Feb.
23.

Barracks 8 with an 88% attendance figure led the campus.
Their nearest rival was Barracks
16 'with 76%. Others in the upper
brackets were Barracks 9 with
60%, Marion Hall second floor,
55%, and Barracks 7, 53%.
The fact that 11 out of the 16
Dorm g1·oups fell below 50% attendance, some as low as 7% is
ample evidence that more zealous effort on the part of group
captains, and individual Dorm
students who attend mass fail to
indicate their attendance on the
lists provided.
Pictured above are some of the Xavier men engaged in plans
A closer adheraence to this
for the Family Life Conference next weekend. Tbe1 are (seated) practice would improve the perPaul Litkowskl; <standing, I. to r.) Roser Lindemann, Bal Knecht centage of almost every group
and Dou Seeber.
Photo Bt1 Bemino concerned, they believe.

'
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,, A.dam And Eve And Prejudice
n a certain sense race prejudice is innate and
Imanhood
has started to tear down the quality of our
before we even open our mouths to
cry for the first time. We all are born with the
seeds of pride that are part of humanity's
heritage from the Original Sin of our first
parents-and all too often we spend our time
cultivating our own selves until the seedlings
of self-love grow into a monster of personal
pride."'
Race prejudice is one of the first fruits of
pride; we are constantly focussing the darkened light of our minds on the objects of God's
creation in a search for an excuse to proclaim
ourselves superior to everything we know of.
Our search for pretexts to set ourselves up as
masters of our home-made universe quickly
fastens on any differences with a sort of insane logic: Unconsciously we fashion ourselves
a syllogism: "I am perfect; to differ from me
implies inperfection. But this man differs from
me in the color of his skin. Therefore he is immeasurably inferior to me."
All such hogwash as "Colored people are
weak and they need to be led by the whites";
''Coloreds are lazy," and "Negroes are all right
in their own place" is grounded ultimately on
that facetious and fallacious syllogism. An:
thropology and psychology prove scientifically
that there is no basis for making the white
man mental, moral or emotional champion of
the world, and our Catholic Faith squelches
all ·objections with the unshakable truth that
before God all men are equal in that they are
redeemed by Ohrist and are temples of the
Holy Ghost.
We Catholics must cease to congratulate
ourselves every time we treat the negro race
like a group of human beings; we must get
over the idea that giving rudimentary tolerance to our fellow mortals is an heroic charity,
a great conc~ssion, when it is no more than
long-overdue justice.

,,

The school months, the happy months, are
racing almost inexorably to a close for
many of us. For others, the next few months
may see at least the temporary cessation of
academic activities, until time and the will of
God see fit to return us to the. casual life of
the student. Graduation and induction must
both be seen as an entrance to a new life,
where there are responsibilities and burdens
we haven't yet dreamed of.
An illustration is close. at hand. Thursday
of this week saw the inauguration of the
annual fund-raising campaign of the American Red Cross. The "Red Cross Drive" heretofore in our young lives has seldom if ever
been cause for the slightest mental exercise
on the part of the average college student. Yet
the Americ;an Red Cross is, and has been for
many years, the greatest source of natural
charity in the world.
The Red Cross is an arbitrary symbol
chosen from one of the great national flags.
But we, as Catholics, can see a rather startling
similarity or analogy between it and the Cross
· of the World. Both are symbols of Hope-the
one on the natural plane, the other supernatural. The natural symbol is the sign of a
natural force that has weathered storms of criticism and ill will, and each time emerges
brighter and stronger. On the supernatural
level the Cross has been the strength of its
followers through the most terrible persecutions of recorded history, and each time the
people in its shadow have emerged refreshed
and more determined.
These are thoughts that the responsible,
intelligent college graduate and future collegiate inductee may well take with him into
the world-whether his world be civilian or
mil~tary. As social beings, we have certain
obligations to the fellow members of our society. "And the great-est of these is Charity."

Facts From Far-Flung Files

Beyond The
'X' Horizon
By Chuck Nolan

Just by way of introduction, this is the column that will
try to keep you posted on activities of other colleges throughout
the nation.

• • • • •

Aside from beauty contests and elections of queens, queens,
and more queens, there are some trends in college activities
.these days which seem to have
some significance.
due Exponent" prints a news
Foremost among these is the article or two.
clamoring for ROTC programs.
• • *
Most schools which don't have
The Connecticut Mutual Life
such a program are seeking to in- Insurance Co. offers a plan for
augurate one; others are enlarging accumulating a class fund. It ·has
their present programs. (Only re- advantages in that it is an efficicently, Loyola of New Orleans ac- . ent way to raise money for a
cepted six advanced corps stu- class gift, and it includes an indents and Ohio State accepted 10!) surance plan for individual class
Another trend seems to be a members which has a cash-surrather optimistic one. Despite a render value, or is convertible
universal enrollment drop, we into another form of life insurance.
see, in scanning incoming exchanges, quite an array of elaborate blue-prints. Accompanying
articles tell of fair success in
fund-raising campaigns.

• • •

Then there are birthdays. Western Reserve celebrated its !25th
Anniversary this month. However, Miami of Oxford has been
holding session for 142 years and
claims its "Miami Student" is the
oldest college newspaper in the
country.
Several schools seems to be having success with student-produced
musicals.

• • •

An Ohio State student court
has made a Solomon-wise decision: When no-parking lines
are obscured by snow, no lines
shall be exacted. But it Js too
late for tl}e. snow angle here.

• • •

Along with several nice comic
strips (including "Li'l Abner")
and a few pages of ads, the "Pur·

One. Week Stand

Tivo Syinbols, Tivo Hopes

Jack Gallagher
Announces Prom'
April 13 At Topper

Jack Gallagher,· Junior class
president, announced this week
that the Junior Prom will be
held at the Topper Ballroom,
scene of this year's Homecoming
Dance April 13 from 9 to 1. Jimmy James and his orchestra will
supply the music; a trio will play
during the intermission to insure continuous music throughout the evening. ·
Gallagher is assisted by a committee consisting of Norm Grevey, Frank Mooney, Al Waddell,
Charles Harding, Tom Smith,
Gene Gallagher; Bob Weigand,
John Fitzgerald, Dick Kleinschmidt, Ron Wilke, Tom Mussio, Herc Ruether, John Bacci,
Jack Gessing and Jim Bulger.
More details will be announced
later.
'

Peek Of Week
Compiled by John Connelly
Everyday-Say the Angelus,
12 noon and 6 p.m.
Sunday, Mar. 4-Maria Della
Strada Sodality meeting, Fine
Arts Room, 8 :30 p.m.
Sunday, Mar. 4- Campus
Committee Movie, South Hall
Auditorium, 7 :30 p.m.
Monday, Mar. 5 - Campus
Committee meeting, Pioneer
Room, 6 p.m.
·
Monday, Mar. 5-Psychology
Club meeting, Fine Arts Room,
7:30 p.m.
Monday, Mar. 5-"Xavier Presents" rehearsal, South Hall
Auditorium, 7 p.m.
Monday, Mar. 5- Mermaid
Tavern meeting, Tavern Headquarters, 8 p.m.
Tuesday, Mar. 6-Clef Club
rehearsal, Fine Arts Room, 7:30
p.m.
Tuesday, Mar. 6-Dad's Club
Trustees meeting, Rm. 51, Albers Hall, 8 p.m.
Wednesday, Mar. 7-Pre-induction spiritual, Rm. 47, Albers Hall
Wednesday, Mar. 7-Freneh
Club, Fine Arts Room, 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Mar. 7-Sodality
movies for dorm students, South
Hall Auditorium, 9 p.m.
Thursday, Mar. 8-Basketball: Xavier vs. U. of. Cincinnati, Cincinnati Garden, 8:30
p.m.

Summer Session
May Be 2 Terms
The summer session is likely to
be extended . this year so that
courses will cover two semesters
instead of the usual one. Although the Dean's office had not
made an official statement about
this change late this week, a
reliable source indicated as

much.

Present dates for the summer
session are June 18 to July 27 for
the regular courses, and June to
Aug. 10 for the Science course.

This Week
By Frnrtk Sommerknmp

Since the inception of "Xavier Presents" in 1946, many·
comments; both pro and none too few cons, :have been voiced
by the never satisfied "sidewalk foremen." Although we don't
intend to uphold either side at this time, it certainly is startling· to recapitulate and see just how many students have
profited by the "Xavier Presents"
training.
Tom Rusch is station manager
of a small station in Indiana while
Frank Balmort is program director in Portsmouth. Meanwhile,
Walt Vester, an Army inductee;
is _in special service in Virginia
with the Armed Forces Network.
Lee Hornback now produces
"Xavier Presents" for WCPO
while pretty Sis Pohlkamp, OLC
senior, is a staff entertainer on
the Dean Miller Show. Don
Stevens has won first place on
the Ted Mack show several times
and will appear on the national
.contest in June. Jean Mccarren
also is a WCPO staff entertainer.
Don Beeber, Walt Boeckley,
Gerry Keefe, Jim Liegl and Sue
Schimanski hold positions at 'CPO
in various other ·departments.
Need we say any more?

* • •

that "os" meant mouth and the
"L" stood for Licking. All in
all, C i n c i n n a t i was formally
thought of as "the city opposite
the mouth of the Licking River."
No wonder the Chamber of Commerce changed it.

. . "'

South Hall has been renovated with leaps and bounds,
and a"well done" is due for
all concerned. However, there's
one innovation we'd like to see
yet. That is something to replace the large, and sometime
unsightly bowls containing mustard, catsup and mayonnaise.
Maybe a closed container like
the one Coney Island has for
mustard; just crank a little
handle and presto-mustard.

• • •

Appears as though higher education for Baron, Gerry Keefe's
friendly Dalmatian, has been
terminated. Gerry was inducted
into the Army Feb. 21 and already Baron's absence around the
campus is being noticed. The
spotted pooch failed the English
Novel course last semester because of too many cuts.

Miss Janeen M. Cochran, Administrative Assistant to Dean
O'Connor, has had her fill of letter
writing for a good while. Miss
Cochran figures she has sent out
some 1400 letters to draft boards
requesting educationai deferments
for students.
•
Some of the form letters could
HAIR SPLIN' DEPT.: Money
be mimeographed but the ma- seems to be the pet gripe of the
jority required a personal form. average college student but, techMiss Cochran laughingly states nically speaking, some students
that, after sending
letter to a literally throw their money away.
local draft board saying that the How? Well, every time a student
student in question was in the cuts a three-semester-hour-course
upper· one-third of his class, the he is throwing away 62¢
letter was returned by the student with a reply from the board
chairman. It said,. "But is the student in the upper half of his
class?" Who said one has to be
educated to get a government
Prospective June and Sept.
job?
graduates
were warned not to let
...
their draft status inspire a "no
The voluntary draft for men use trying" attitude in hunting
to lead the hourly rosary seems for employment at a meeting held
to be feared as much as the. mili- Monday in Room 47.
tary draft. There's a dearth of
Frank J. Luken, Placement ofnames on the poster on the ac- ficer, gave the warning, adding
tivities board in Science Hall. 1hat grads-to-be may be given an
Let's go, "men of Xavier."
induction · postponment because
•
•
0
of crowded camps due to the raDid you know that Cincinnati pid Jmobilization of' the armed
was formerly called Losantiville? services.
Not so odd, but! From where did
Postponement or not, Luken
they get Losantiville? John Fil- continued, a graduate should not
son, a Kentucky teacher, said that hesitate to look for a job that may
the "ville" meant city; that "anti" provide him with permanment
was from ante meaning opposite; employment in post:..crisis years.

•

•

a

Smart Grads Will
Hunt Jobs Anyway

..
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Brtt Tliere Ii ls!
Xavier Dean Urges Grads
To Make Correct Evaluations
To Shirk Responsibility
Not Profitable Later On
"The most impotant things
about your relation to the draft
are what your attiude is now and
what you do now," said Rev.
P aul L . O 'C onnor, S. J., dean, to
125 expectant draftees at the first
of a series of "Pre-induction
Spirituals" Wednesday in Room
47.
Fr. O'Connor stressed that an
attitude of "eat, drink and •be
merry for tomorrow we will be
inducted" is escapist fatalism, for
the student who shirks his responsibility to his studies now
will miss his opportunities when
he is in the service.
"The patritotic thing to do is
to develop yourself so that you
will be able to meet the needs of
the country by getting an educa-

Ray Fellinger, registrar, disclosed Monday that it would take
another week or more to complete the grade records and
dean's list.
At the time Fellinger said the
grades were recorded and reP.~.~~. sent out up to the letter
"The girls are up to their elbows in work but with a little
patience on the · student body's
part the office should be able to
post all grade lists and give out
statistics by next week," he said.

service, Xavier students will be
provided with talks in the coming
weeks on the types of programs
in the service, the different kinds
of tests and how to prepare for
OCS. Later topics will be veneral diseases, marriage and military morals and Catholic Action.

Philip Scharper, Instructor in
English and moderator of the
Poland Philopedian Debate So· ciety, told the members at their
meeting on last Thursday that
plans were being made to send
teams to tournaments at Mary
Washington College, FredericksBurg, Va., and Georgetown Colltge, Georgetown, Ky.
The Mary Washington tournament, a prolonged program of
social, historical and oratorical
activity; is to 'be held March 2125. Because it falls ·in Holy Week
P-atsy :pay, a coed at Villa Ma- it is not definite whether a Xavdonna College, Covington, has ier team will be sent.
It is certain a team will be sent
been appointed chairman of the
to the Georgetown fracas. Last
Recreation Committee of the Cinyear Xavier placed second in a
cinnati Catholic Colleges' Family 36 school contest.
Relations Club, according to Paul
A tentative date Sunday, April
Bluemle, Xavier senior and presi1, has been set for the third andent of the club.
·
nual NFCCS Regional Qebate
She succeeds Bernice Saulino,
Tournament. The next week will
also of the Kenitucky college, in
tell if this is agreeable to all the
directing the work of students schools in the region.
from four schools to synthesize a
On Saturday, three Philops,
Christian philosophy of recreajudging at a high school debate
tion and to apply it H activities
gathering at Wyoming High
of the members in their homes,
School, were instrumental in
colleges and communities.
awarding top honors to Hamilton
Miss Day is editor of the' week- Public.
ly college buHetin a:t Villa, and
Washington Oratorical and
recently had a sho1,t story pubVerkamp
winner Paul O'Brien
lished in Extension, national
'51, has returned to the fold this
Catholic magazine.
Additional Xavier students scmester and is teamed up with
wishing to join the Recreation Herc Ruether. Al Steffen, politic-.
al science major 1 has entered the
Comm~ttee may do so at the
meeting of the club March 19 at society and it ap pears he will replace retiring Bob Mulvaney as
vma.
Tom McCoy's partner.

Family Relations
Post Awarded To
Villa's Patsy Day

The five active members of
.
N x ·
h
Alp h a Sigma u,
av1er c ap1
J
·t
h
f
.
•t er, na t iona esu1 onor rat ernity, met last Friday to recommend candidates to b~ appointed
by the President of the. University and the Dean of the Liberal
Arts College this year. Ordinarily
seven men, most of whom are
Juniors': are appointed to the society each year.
Recommendations and appointments are made on •the basis of
scholarship, loyalty,. and service
to the University. The appointments are expected to be announced early next month, and
•the formal initiation and banquet
will take place late in April.
·
Paul Bluemle is president of
the group, and other active members are Jim Ryan, Larry Kane,
Paul O'Brien and Al Moser. Jim
De Franco, the senior appointee
of last year, is now enrolled in
the St. Louis University Medical
School, and the seventh member,
Dermot Grice, is visiting his family in England before returning
to Catholic University of American next fall to accept a Fellowship in the C. U. Speech and Drama department.

BCl.tt:VE IT./

Report Cards All
To Be Ma1·1ed Out

S h
c arper States
Totit•Jtatnent Plall.S
~:~ent~~·~e~t0;~~~irl~i;~~~ t~~ To Philopeclians

Alpha Sigma Nu
Meets To Propose
Seven New Nu-Men

I SEC IT I
BUT J 1XJN'T

·:- ..
--....:...:__~_:_·._:,:··''·

Are they real or not ? Starting next week the News wiU print a series of inquiries into the longdebated question of the reality or fiction of the oft-seen "Flying Saucers" by Robert 1\1. Duff, a senior English major. Artist Tom Saal and the rest of the students await some answers.

Queen' c1·ty's Bus1·nessmen

New Club Constitution
To Designate Mass Day

H;ear Xavier University Story

Through the efforts of Brian
Shanahan and Chuck Nolan the
Chicago Club will present for
ratification a new constitution.
As one of the main points in
the constitution, the second Sunday of every month will be designated as the club's Mass day.
The regular bi-monthly meetings
will be held after a Comunion
breakfast on that da·y.

Leaders in business and industry will gather at the Queen City
Club at a series of luncheons beginning Tuesday, .. Mar. 6, to
hear the story of Xavier University Fund and Good Will Campaign now seeking $1,000,000 for
current needs.
Joel M. Bowlby, general campaign chairman, and William H.
Albers, university benefac-tor and
co-chairman, will be co-hosts for
these meetings which will be addressed by the Very Rev. James
F. Maguire, S. J., Xavier president.

sional men, and to the parishes of
the greater Cincinnati area is for
$1,000,000 to replace ten temporary barracks buildings, for replacement of obsolete chemistry
facilities and to supprt important
student and community services.
Organizatioµ of the final divisions of the campaign is now under way.
:111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 u

5 Xavier Students
To Receive Grants
Scholarships to a summer session are being offered to Xavier
students interested in modern
audio-visual educational methods.
Encyclopedia Brittancia Films,
for its sixth Annual Summer
Scholarship, is offering five
grants to Xavier students. The
grant winners will work with the
Xavier Graduate Division this
summer.
Any student interested in audio-visual education should apply to C. Glynn Fraser, director
of audio-visual aids, before April

Xavier's values to Cincinnati
as a business asset will be stressed in the message to be carried to
the leader. The annual operating
budget, the stimulus to a i 1
phases of business in the city, and
the importance Cincinnati gains
gains among cities of the nation
through its important facilities
of education will be pointed out.
Of particular interest to the
business and industrial men will
be the story of Xavier's placement and guidance service which 15.
is serving business and industry
on .a year-round basis by matchign man-power ito specific business needs.
In other phases of the campaign, two out-of-town alumni
groups heard the campaign director this week. C. Glynn F1·aser,
professor of sociology and campaign director, spoke to the
Cleveland alumni club on Wednesday noon and to the Portsmouth Alumni Club on Friday
Accounting Club To Hear evening.
Lecture By Carter Jm~es The Xavier campaign, appealThe next event on the agenda ing to alumni, business, profesof the Accounting Club will be a
lecture by Carter Jones, Cincin- a':!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~
The Drug Store closest to
nati manager of the Charles R.
Xavier Unlvenlt1
Hadley Co. The talk, which will
be delivered at 7: 30 p. m. TuesThe A.be BaumriJl,g
day, in South Hall, will deal with
Pharmacy
new developments in the acEVANSTON
i.:c•o~u~n~t~in~g~f~ie:l~d~._ _ __.:..._ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Bearcat-Beater Hoffer

Finishing Up Cage Career
I

PAGE FIVE

Muskie Frosh ~:~E~;~~e~f[;~~u~~; Hig~y-Ranked Cincinnati
~°S!'1i~;:s ~=
.:m;;:; Last Musketeer Opponent

Modest Willy Also Stars
On Xavier Baseball Nine

:,;·.,:

By Jim O'Connell

Red And Black Favorites On Strength Of Earlier
'X' Trips
• Kent, 83-70
Victory; Bearcats Hold 64 Series Edge

Xavier's .freshman basketball .
squad has found the going rough
By Frank Sammerkamp
Come June Xavier will bid a
during the past three weeks. The
Xavier's Musketeer cagers will meet the ambitious CinBy Jim Keefe
reluctant adieu to one of its clasLittle Muskies have been able to
cinnati Bearcats Thursday in the Cincinnati Garden in the
.
. siest basketball and smartest
win but two of .their last six conGradually being r~legated to the secondary ~ports pages ~n baseball figures when dark hairtests, and their season record now
O·
OC
S
final game of the regular season for both schools. The game,
favo~ of some professional baseball player playing beanbi;rchm ed Bill Hoffer accepts his longstands at nine wins and eight deB Jud HU
a fitting climax for the two Cincinnati universities, marks their
1
Flonda, basketball, known as the roundball sport to many c
e·t d h
kin
feats. Guard Dick Byrne from
T d , YR k tse
g d
second meeting of the season. The rival contest will get undercreators, is getting ready to fold its tents like the ~rahs and take awai e s eeps ·
R h ill 1 d . t"ll Ned Wulk'
o1e o s oc e reven e · an
"th
8 0
1
15
5
it on the lam or something like that.
_A Northern Kentucky product,
us v e, n. · s .
earlier loss to the Xavier Mus- way at : 3 p. m. Wl
an exThere are still the tournaments which may be on a probationary ~ill has been the regula_r leftmost effective pomt·producer k t
M d
. ht . T 1 d pected large crowd on hand.
basis this March and the Globetrotters will end up their season fielder on the Musketeer nme and
with }59 tallies and a 10.6 points- b; e;:~;nfr~~ ~ay ~~hi:de ~ In the series between the arch
00
somewhere near our graduation date but on the whole, the sport an off-and-on ~tarte~ on the basper-game average. Forwards P~ul the, second half to snatch away rivals, the 'Cats have grabbed six
has almost staggered through its worst season in history. .
ketball team smce his sophomore
Margerum of_ M?nro~, 0. and J~m a 70-61 victory. The defeat pre- while the Muskies have garnered
0
Already setting a record for coaches' beefs about officiating, year.
Phelan of_ Cu~cmnati ~t. Xavier vented Xavier from making a but four.
are next in line, having scored
.
.
•,
officials' beefs about coaches' interference, "homer" charges, fantasBill got his athletic start under
Be.area.ts Favored
Ull
134 and 119 oints, re ectivel • sweep on ~heir weeke~d road trip
tic win streaks on home courts and the usual organized chaos that Coa~ John Dromo (now Louisp
sp
y
after havmg won thell" first two On the strength of past persurrounds the game, basketball hit its millions of fans with· a sur- ville frosh coach) at St. Xavier
Bill Rotrer
Phelan Gets 13 •
games.
'
formances, the Bearcats will be Revenge is swe..t but Coach
prise punch in the big basketball fix scandal.
High School where he won AllHowever, Xavier isn't the only In their last outing on Feb. 24 Xavier assumed a commanding installed as favorites by at least Lew Hirt's Musketeer cagers are
It is interesting to not how insignificant basketball's previous City honors in his senior year. one who capitalizes on the 21 at the Fieldhouse the X yearlings 33-21 advantage at halftim~ in five to ten points. However, when not likely to taste it Sunday
internal ills seem next to this big problem. It will_ be _mor~ interest- The 6'2~' ace prepped ~ith Bill year old stalwart's baseball abil- grabbed an easy 61-27 decision the Toledo. contes~, but the Roe~- past intra-city tussles have been when they travel to Dal'.1on to .
mg to note how college basketball goes about righting its _w!ong. Cady and Jack Collins, two ity. Bill played baseball for Bob from Bellarmine College of ets sank an amazing 58% of their contested, the dopesters really help the Flyers close their sue~
Professional baseball was able to fight its way back ~ter h1t~mg a other Northern ~entucky Mus- and Gene's in the Kentucky Ath- Louisville, Ky. Jim Phelan, who shots in the second stanza and looked like dopes .when the final ce~ful _1950-51 basketball se~n.
similar rock bottom in 1919. If the college ~eads fail, _the history ~etee~ cagers, while at St. Xav-: letic League last season and also collected 14 points was high kept alive their hopes for a tour- whistle sounded.
This w~ be the sec<?nd meeting
books may note that the passing of Archbishop McN1cholas and ier high. .
.
for Bob's Stag in the Bluegrass scorer for Xavier. Paul Conway nament bid. The Musketeers had
Coach John Wiethe's boys of the rival teams this season.
League.
Ironically was second with lD. The victors beaten thetn, 79-59, in Cincinnati walked over Xavier S3-70, in Coach Tom Blackburn's towerG. B. Shaw were not the only important deaths around the century's Upon high school graduation, Softball
middle mark.
"Hoff" ~h~ed o~fe~s fro~ Ox- enough, both teams won their were ahead, 39-9," at the half.
last month.
their first meeting this season on ing team handed the Musketeers
,
• • • • •
..
.
. ford, M1am1 ~d C~cmnah to ac- respective leagues.
On Feb. I9 the Frosh lost a
Coarh Hirt's team had a hard Dec. 2S. Since then both teams a 63-57 defeat in the fieldhouse
. Here at Xavier, the Muskies will cl~e out. their campaign with cept ~e Xav_1er bid. Needless to
55-45 contest to the University of time pleasing the two officials have knocked off several cage Feb. 11. The first game showed
two of their toughest games. Dayton, which whipped the Blue, 63-57, say his ch01ce came home to
Works At Track
Louisville first year five despite and were called for nearly every big-wigs. Cincinnati's scant vie- only a six point gap, but with the
here in the fieldhouse Feb. 11,. will entertain Xavier Sunday ·at the ha~t the. Bearcats and the Uni- _"Hoff,". an ec~nomics maj?r the efforts of Dick Byrne, who violation in the book during the tory over mighty LaSalle last Daytonians playing on their home
Gem City. The final game will be run off next ~ursday w~en v~rsity of ~entucky, who placed with. a history i:imor, ~~shes m clicked '.for 18 points, and of second half. Toledo was nearly week serves notice that they are floor, an asset to any host, the
Xavier and the u.C. Bearcats go on leg No. 2 of the city champion- B.111 on their all-oppon~nt teams ?n his mathemat1~al abili~ dur- Bobby Auberger, who meshed 10. a~g~lic in the second heat,. com- at full strength.
difference could be somewhat
ship at the Cincinnati Garden. The Bearcats, supposedly ~eak
~;st. sea~on. Note~ for hlS ~amous mg the su~er bme. During. the
Previous to this game the m1tmg only two fouls until the
"Wiethe Press"
greater.
·the beginning of the season, have roared_ along at_ an amazm~ c~1p. drive-in-lay-up . s~ot,. Bill has 43 day racmg _meet_ at Riv_er Wulkmen were overwhelmed by final minutes.
Once again it's going to.be the
Xavier
· has they
done last
considerably
U.C. ~ed the htghest score of any X avier f oe th IS seaso1!, winning ?roved .t o be an irn t a t mg tho~n Downs, one can fi n d Bill I a b ormg the Kentucky freshmen on Feb.
The one bright spot in the better
since
met the same old story, who's going to be
a holiday contest, 83-70.
. , "
.
. . m the side of both UC and UK m over ·table~ and _tables of _lo~g .13. Playing on their home court, Xavier gloom was the H point McMickenites on the hardwood. able to collar Meineke? Don, a
At the beginning of the season Xavier s greatst team m his- past seasons.
sheets of figures ~ the S~absbcs the Wildkittens breezed to a scoring of Gene Smith that es- The Muskies have won 12 while 6'7" pivot ~an, has averag~
tory" gave many of its fans post-season tournament daydreams: Now The 187 pound, fleet-footed Department. Before gomg to l00-3S win.
tablished a new scoring record
1 20
t
er game this
it seems that the City of Cincinnati might have a representative to cager gets a look at the hardwood work at noon, Bill enjoys one of
. .
for a Blue and White per- dropping four which gives them near Y
P<?In s p
Upset Miami
a record of 16 victories against season and needle_ss to say ~e
a tourney of some kind but that school is closer to Clifton A ve. sport fr_ o_m both angles-player his othe.r athletic P_astim_es, nameformer. Art Morthorst held the seven losses.
· p
h
u_ps_t at ers would like .t o see ,,h im
al
d
than Victory Parkway.
.
an . off~~ .
ly playing go~f w1th his younger
Jnn helan's 12 points were t e old mark of 323 points, but
f
h th seas n with a 20. a slim possibility that should the Muskies upset both
Bill IS reputed as one of the brother Eddie, an economics best Xavier effort. The Frosh also Smith moved ahead of that to
The "Wiethe Press" caused the m_is
~
rdo H fli
d ·
There IS
Musketeers none too little trou- pomt-per reco · e
ppe m
the heavily favored Flyers and Bearcats, they might get a bid to highly regarded referees in the junior at Xavier.
took it on the chin fro!11· the Day- 328.
.
.
h
d
_ 22 tallies against the Blue and
the Bradley on-campus shindig but all indications point to the bas- Northern Ke~tucky Holy Name
Ne~ertheless, . Bill ~sn't too ton freshmen at Xavier on Feb. Four Toledoeans hit double ble m t e ~ast ~ame an un White hoopsters in the Memorial
ketball jumpers being packed away for good around Mar. 9.
League. But m all departments certain what this coming sum- 11. The fledging Flyers pull~d figures as they proved to be as doubtedly will give t~e~ mo~ Fieldhouse in their February
• • • • •
Hoffer's most coveted virtue is mer will hold in store for him. ahead early and went o~ to wm, hot on their court as Xavier was Thur~ay. H<?wever, Cmcmnati 5 meeting. ·
.
Only bright spot in the 1 - ·at Toledo last Monday was Middie that of modesty. No matter if he Needless to say, the Army has 65-43. Center Art ~chmitt sla~- in the previous game here. The defensive antics almost cost them
For Xavier, it'll be the first
Smitb's record-breaking performanee. By dumpinc in four field, scorei; two points or 22 points in already sunk its hooks in him but med home 17 po!11ts and Jnn Rockets hit for 44% in the entire the LaSalle .game as severa~ time the Muskies have played in
pals and two free throws the first baU, Middie bested by one point a game, Bill will be the last one graciously is deferring him until Phelan 12 for Xavier.
game and the Hirtmen made 39%. regulars had three ~d four per the new spacious UD fieldhouse
&Ile former Xavier season seorinc record of 323 set by Art Morthorst to tell you so.
June 3D. ·
The best recent effort of Ned
Kent, Gannon Bow
sonal foProulsbaatblhealfLintiemueps.
which s~ats some 6,000 spectators.
la IH'1-48 season. Art got bis total in 32 games for an average of
Wulk's cagers came on Feb. 9
..., • "3
i
about
·
Previously, the Musketeers had
h T -·
aboutllapmewbilebigGenecoIIeetecl - m .. games or
·
when they upset the previously knockedoffKentState·inCleve- -~theotherhand,_Coac_ ur:>.V
Xavier's Memorial Fieldhouse
H a contest. With three games left, tbe tall pivot bas a ehance to
unbeaten Miami University Frosh
.
.
Hirt ~ probable startmg. line-~p seats over 5000 people.
iet a seuctn's neord that will staml for a long time.
,
41-32, at the Fieldhouse. The Lit- land Friday and followed with of Bill Cady, Gene Smith, Bill
tie· Muskies snapped· the six a_ romp ov~r Gannon the next Hoffer, Capt. Bob Dean and Don\;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;:;:;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
Playing bis regulars for only a brief penod, rangmg from five
.·
game winning .streak of their op- mght ~t Erie, Pa.
Ruberg is a better scoring comto 10 minutes, Coach Lew Hirt easily handled undermanned Gannon
The final game bx score:
ponents in avenging an 'earlier Kent_ State made a close. strug- bination than it was earlier.
College in the second game of the road trip. ffirt used his sopho.
Hall 11
G
F
TP defeat., Art Schmitt turned in a gle of it for one half, holding ~e
However, Xavier will liave to
mores almost the entire game, thus keeping the score down and Hall IOA ran a~ay _with the Federer
4
0
S good I5 point performance and favored_ Musketeers !<> ~ 31-31 ~e cope with "speedster Captain Joe
.
the bo s that they aren't quite so good •as they Intramural Championship Satur- Lamb
0
0
0 Jim Phelan swished in IO for the at halftime, bu~ Xavier s super~or Luchi and . Center Jim Holstein,
demonstrating to As
fumbled and fidgeted and still day when they breezed through Ryan
O
O
O .
class s~owed m the last _penod Cincinnati's s c 0 ring twins.
thoucht they were.
d,e reservesGannon fan cri"ed from the stands the final tilt with a 60-:41 con- Voss
9
0
lS winners.
as Xavier won 74 57 Most of the
maintained an easy 1ea some
•
est f Hall 11 Led b Gen F
Fit
'. • ·
Rounding out the Bearcat's prob'"Hey Hirt' Haven't you got a second string?"
~u o "th 24 • k
t~ hi : J aurot .
~
2
Drop . th
team saw service after the regu- able starting line-up will be
After ihe game was over and Xavier was on ·top by only I3 ro~ WlH IDA ~~. etr~, eedgto Mila:"'orsk1
3
3
The freshman dropped their lars had wrapped it up, and Capt. :Guards Bob Frith and Tony Tra·
rte (t
to form) from Gannon came up scoring
q .....,.e Jump
ostan
I
5 fifth game to . the Irwin Block Bob Dean paced the scorers with bert with Gene Melzer filling the
points, a stud eXant i:epoAthrl tiru!·b"city boss and commented "You a fast 29-16 halftime· lead and
Insurance squad 62 5I on Feb 16
to Bob Coates,
vier
e c ,,. .. 'u
,
•
th
ted th
gh th final
'
- '
'
·
·
other forward berth.
·
beat
" GI cing at Smith Cady Hofler Dean
en coas
rou
e
lS
5
41 S. Byrne and Phelan led the XavThe Gannon game, though
.
know, we aimost
you.
an
'
'
f
th'
period
to
annex
the
Intra-X
Basier
point
makers
with
14
and
12
closer
in
final
score,
was
a
much
Last
For
Five
for men, women
Ruberg, Korb and the other men who spent the greater par 0 . e ketball finals
Hall lOA
G
F
TP
evening sitting, Coates could only stifle a lau~~ as he replied, However, the fighting Hall
Judd
easier victory as the regulars
The Bearcat - Musketeer fray
and children.
6
6
18 points, respectively.
11 H
't kn
h
ell off you are
d
· Two more games round out played less than 10 minutes. The wW mark the final collegiate eon4
7
15
d
0
"Brother, you on
ow •
squad lost the game on fouls. G ~unar
24 the Frosh sche4ule. On March 4 halftime count was 45-.28 in favor test for ftve Xavier senion-four
11
2
Honorary chaplin at the Kent State and Gannon games was Bo~h teams scored seven field · rown
they visit Dayton to meet the U. of the Muskies; the final was of which dominate the starting0 D. seconds and four days later 79-67. Dick Korb looked top lineup. Lost through graduation
Re Ra ond L Mooney S.J until this semester regular chaplin goals in the first half but the T. Br~wn
O
O
1
1
1
v.Xa ~ athleUc teams.' Fr. Mooney is now teaching religion at winners bucketed I5 free throws Spalding
O
play a rematch with George grade in notching 16 points and,wlll be Bill Rotrer, .Bill Cady,
..or Carroll
vier in Cleveland but he is still a Musketeer for all m
. t ent in
· the lDl
· "tial s tanz a compared to McDonough
1
O
2 Smith's revenge-seekin
· and Bob
John
· g Cin- Huck Budde showed plenty of Don Buberg, Diek Korb
and purpose.
·
.
. .
. only two for the losers. The final
cinnati Bearkittens at the Garden. scoring talent by registering I2. Dean.
.
22
16
60
Serving as Chaplin the rest of the road trip was Rev. Paul L. contest marked the tenth straight
.
Score: Hall IDA
s J· Xavier's Dean ·
win for Hall IOA cagers in the Halftime,
29,
O'Connor, · ·•
season without a.defeat.
Hall 11 I6
Store Hours:
Elet 2A and Marion 3B were Referees: Bob Dean-Tom Simms
Phone
Motl. 12:00 to 8:3~
the other victims of the champs.
The lOA quintet overcame a three
Orders
Tues. Thru. Sat.
point first half. deficit to edge XU
PA 3800
9:30 to 5:30
Elet 2A 29-22. In, their second: 73
Ohio Wesleyan
OP!i
On the Parkway
By Dick Connelly
tourney contest Hall IOA ran 7s
Hanover
47
If one has attended any type of social or athletic event roughshod over Marion 3B, ~1-44. 56
Kentucky
67
in the past 22 years at Xavier at which there was a large Hall 11 ousted Hall lOB m the 79
John Carroll
56
t o e time or another Edward Mur- second round of the tournament, 69
Evansville
71
crowd, t h ey have seen a
n
35-29 and then defeated Hall SA,
58
92
ray better known about campus as "Pop" Murray.
48-41, to gain a finals berth
~;::;~olina
S3
70
'Pop first cam'e to Xavier in 1929. In .his first year he acted Bob Judd scored 53 po~ts in ,
65
7
. a ·ticket taker. at the stadium
tournament play to finish his IO 6
Loyola, Ill.
as
62
Western Kentucky
79
and fieldhouse. He then wqrked
game season with 206 points, just 55 .
Louisville
63
in the press box for two years1
enough to tie h!s roommate Gene ' 60
Notre Dame
52
and followed that . with 1hrel!
Brown for scormg honors.
Miami
64
49
years of work at the turnstiles.
4I
Tulsa
40
59
111 Helpers
79
Toledo
65
Morehead
59
After
six
years
Pop
became
the
1
77
Loyola <Md.>
53
Andy Frain of Xavier. Since that
72
Miami
52
time when ever there have been
First Round57
Dayton
63
crowds, there has been Pop and
Hall SA 29, Marion 2A 23
51
Kentucky
'lS
· his aids handliDg and directiDg
Quarterfinals-72
Louisville
69
them. and keeping confushion
Hall lOA 29, Elet 2A 22
For the Easter gift. give him a
74
Kent State
47
among seat seekers to . a bare
Marion 3B 35, Hall 14 31
79
Gannon
6'1
miDimum.
Hall 11 35, Hall lOB 29
61
Toledo
70
Pop has under him as many as
Shapely shirt. Men prefer it
Hall BA 47, Hall 16 27
67
Western Kentucky
64
100 men for the larger events,
Semifinals-eaeh
·such as football. games. However,
Hall 11 4S, Hall SA 41
because it is tailored to fit and
Coach Lew Hirt was an Allthe numller is somewhat decreasHall lOA Sl, Marion 3B 44
Midwest basketball selection
ed for the basketball games and
Finals-when he played for De Pauw in
dances which do not involve the
because it is so comf01'table Sizes H to 17.
Hall IOA 60, Hall 11 4I
1925.
larger number of people.
"Po~' Murray
After his 22 years of work Pop
sleeve lengths 32 to 35.
feels, and will readily admit, that rating stand as follows:
Xavier is really a part of bis life.
First string football team: EdHis hope is to have at least three ward Kluska, and Jim De Franmore years here and make tlie 25 cio ends; Socko Weithe and Ray
year goal.
·
Stackhouse, tackles; Tom BallaIDDdllell PQS Oft?
ban and Carl Junke, guards;
At present he is aided in his Fred Nibel, center; Leo_ Sack.
work by his son Tom who is a quarterback; Herb DaVJS and
Xavier graduate, class of I936.
C~et Mutryn, halfbacks, and Jim
There are a great many ex- Liber, fullback.
periences of a man holding this
Picks Cage Squad
job might have in that length of Second string football team:
time. Pop has had many, and can Dom Zigillo and Col Wilging,
provide the listener with a great guards; Paul Sheets and Bonny
deal of enjoyment with a recount Washer, tackles; Hugh O'Brien
of some of them.
and Jack McKenna, ends; Red
One of his favorites is the story LaValle, quarterback; Yabby
' of the time he saved a boy from , Cushing and Moose Hemler, halisome very rough treatment at the · backs, and Hal McPhail, fullback.
New patterns in neat design or panel
hands of a large man at a fo_otball
The basketball teams, first
game. Po~ took the boy as~de to Istring: Russ Sweeney, Socko
prints. Silk-Satin-Rayon. All well
talk to him and was repaid for' Wiethe Leo Sack Joe Kruse and
his kindn_ess with an Ezzard: Bert R~bbins.
'
tailored by Beau Brummell. WemCharles-like hook to the face.
I Second strin.g: Bill Gates, John
Seea Great Athletes
"Razor" Thuman, Pat Donavan,
bley. Art Neckwear. Arrow. and Dix·
In his years around the stadium! Art Morthorst and Don "Baldy"
and fieldhouse, Pop has seen: Carroll (who was killed in
on Hand Prints.
many great athletes come and go. World War II).
As a favor, he has picked for the
------News the men he thinks should Baseball Coach Ned Wulk spent
comprise an AU-Xavier team in four years in the army in World
f'"irst ·Floor
Men's Department
basketball and football. The j War II, climbing from private to
teams according to the Murray 1captain.

By Frank Sommerkamp
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Angelus Crusade
Draws Comments
Froln Xavl•er Men

By Al Mo1er

In this Mid-Lenten season I can think of nothi.ng more
fitting to write about than the "Barroom Apostolate" and its
Xavier headquarters at Sixth and Main in Covington. But
before expostulating on the possibilities of apostolic work
.
.
.
over a glass of beer, 1dentificat10n should be made of the
Kentucky address to prevent the
possibility of error in re.gard to showmanship and ready Irish wit
the character of the place.
have shown many 'Xavier men
Sixth and Main streets in Cov- through the years that entertainington is the home address o~ ment to be really good must come
Kern and Irene Aylward, whose from a really good heart.
• • • • •
There are four things that make Kern Aylward great: his Irish
ancestry, his Catholic faith, his Kentucky residence and his grand
talent for showmanship. When Kern raises both arms and says "All
right, Ladies and Gentlemen, I've got to hear the melody before I
can sing," a hush falls on the place as magically as when Toscanini
raises his baton in Carnegie Hall.,
• • •
life, and whose faces will appear
, And if you come from Chicago whenever thoughts come of "That
'or New York or Salt Lake City, Old Gang of Mine."
you know you're home when the
grand man walks up to you and
sings "You're in Kentucky, Sure
as You're Born."
Kern Aylward's is a saloon. The
modern sophisticate prefers cafe,
or cocktail lounge, or bar. But
there's no artificiality at Kern's.
Last year's Christmas decorations
and those from the year before
hang side by side, as do the memories of class upon class of
Xavier men in the hearts of Kern
and Irene.
The love of. these good people
for their customers is as evident
as' the respect and devotion that
the customers feel towards their
hosts. No one ever drinks too
much at Aylwards; no one ever
gets too loud, or even talks during a song. And if they tried it,
they wouldn't be thrown out1
strangely enough. Irene, whose
conversation is as musical as her
husband's singing, very quietly
asks the offended to leave, - and
there's just no one with enough
gall to insult Irene Aylward.

Xavier Professor
To Analyze Freud

best project to hit the campus
this year," ·claims freshman John
Helmers. "If someone starts the
prayer everyone participates," he
observed. "But it needs that per"Super-ego and Conscience," a
lecture intended to throw the
son to begin the prayer."
(Continued from Page 1)
Senior Denny Barron enlarged light of Christianity on the
wording in the Angelus some- on Helmers's idea. "I think it is thought of Sigmund Freud .will
thing that will probably be cor- important that each student be given by Herbert T. Schwartz,
rected if this Crusade is conprofessor of Philosophy at Xavtinued with the same zeal it pos- realizes that individual partici- ier, at an open house meeting of
pation is necessary. If the stu- the Psychology Club Monday at
sesses now.
dents do not cooperate, it will
Ausdenmore said "At my four fail. The ultimate success of the 8 p. m. in the .Fine Arts .Room.
classes over the noon period the Angelus Crusade will depend orr James Ahlrichs, president of
Angelus is said either at the be. . .
.
the club, stressed that the meetginning or end of every one."
the mdividual attitude of each ing was wide open to all comers
That point brought a .peeve one of us."
who might be interested in hearfrom Honors A~ B. sophomore
Next week: Dorm opinion.
ing exper.t views on the problems
Jim Ryan: "I think the, Angelus ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
should be said at noon during the
11:30-12:20 ~lass. The Angelus is
For
the mtohre im~ort~ant. f Ft.hurthAermore, e assoc1a ion o
e nGOOD TASTE
gelus with 11:30 by the student
will weaken his association of the
GOOD HEALTH
Angelus with noon and his consequent recitation Qf it." Jim also
thinks that only a reminder is
needed for the smaller groups of
students who are not in places
like South Hair or the Library at
noon.
Jerry Thole, junior, praised the
idea of the record's being played
at 12 in South Hall. "The idea is
a good one," he says, "but I do
not believe it is being carried out
by alt the students as it should
An Independent Since lltl
be."
I
"The Angelus Crusade is the

and MILK

ENJOY YOUR CIGARETTE!. ••
If you're not happy with your present
brand (and a 38-city survey shows that
millions are not), smoke Luckies!· You'll
get the happy blending of perfect mildness and rich taste that fine tobaccoand only fine tobacco-can give you.
Remember, Lucky Strike means fine
tobacco. So get complete smoking enjoyment. Be Happy-Go Lucky today!

• • •

And what of the barroom
apostolate? Kern Aylward and
his wife are the Apostles of
happiness, spiritual and temporal. No one ever goes out of
their place unhappy. If Kem's
music can't cheer you up,
there's the fresh young voices
of the 1oung people of the
neighborhood or the voices of
the old "Micks" who live in
the reflected happiness of Emerald Ireland's .venerable songs
and tales. And on the spiritual
side, there's Irene's quiet voice
always working on the next
addition to the list of six converts that the Aylwards reflect on in happy humiJity.

• • •

Kern wouldn't be pleased at an
article which didn't mention one
of his oldest and closest friends,
and Number One patron, Haven
Gillespie, composer of "Santa
Claus in Coming to Town," "The
Old Master Painter," "Lucky Old
Sun," and many, many more
smash song hits. Earl Edmonds,
one of the most versatile and accomplished pianists anywhere, is
always the ·first to play a new
Gillespie composition.
This tribute to the Aylwards is
not my idea alone. For the past
two years, I've had innumerable
requests to "write them up in the
column." It's a sincere, yet emotional "Thank You" ·to two people whose friendship and memory
Xavier men will cherish through

COPlt,, THE AMERICAtl TOUCCO COMPANY

.

.
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yn dark c.ur1s b\eat't'pus .fli~;
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organization, promotions are fast, be done in the army other than
Second Annual and
college men are eagerly sent combat." ·
to Officers Candidate School ..."
"Will you be safer if you choose
"Only about one out of eight the Navy, Air Corps or Marines?
FRC Gathering soldien
are combat soldiers. There is no 'safe' branch of the
There
are
hundreds of jobs to service in time of war ..."
Now On At EC

Rambling Thru ..
·The Night School
By Marilyn Henry
I saw the latest masterpiece .of the Bellarmine Players
1 t week "Tidings Brought to Mary,, and would appreciate
as
'
.
.
'
.
i t very much 1f some kmd soul would explain to me how they
managed those beautiful backdrops. I have never seen the
likes of it and simply can't figure out how they did it. This
must be my "hats off" week for
I am about to doff my bonnet.
This time to the Ballet Russe
de Monte Carlo and to the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra for
the magnificent production staged
at Music Hall last Saturday and
Sunday. Again I am confused
for both the msuic and the ballet
were so outstanding that I can't
determine whether the orchestra
was accompanying the ballet or
vice versa.
• • •
Here at the Evening College
everything is running along pretty
smoothly/The Boosters are holding a general meeting Friday and
every one is invited. Nominations
for Knight and Lady of the Spring
Dance will be accepted at this
meeting. The E.C. is holding its
annual retreat on Mar. 16, 17 and
18 in the fourth floor auditorium.
Rev. John J. Malone, S.J., who
has taught both at the evening
college and the day school, will
conduct the retreat. Anyone may
come,. even those who do not attend the Evening College. Pass
the word around to your family
and friends to come as it will· be
well worth their while.
'

...

The last issue of Life had an
i n t e r e s t i n g article regarding
Robert Hutchins of the University of Chicago. It listed a ·number of "Wisecracks on Education"
that he has made in the past
Years. 1 was wondering just how_
(. "wise" this "crack" was - "The
regular cycle from the bottom
to the top, is to take a course,
memorize it take a test on it,
forget it." Think it over! If this
can be applied to you, it's time
you do something about it.

• • •

Overheard in English class:
Teacher: Give me a sentence
with a direct object.
Student: Teacher, you are very
handsome.
Teacher: What's the object?
Student: A good report card.
With that little ditty I'll leave
t'll
t t'
1 nex
ime.
·

EC Student In Air Force
A former student of the Evening College, Pvt. Leonard A.
Westenberg, is now serving with
the Air Force at Keesler Field,
Miss.
.

Eveni g Colleg
ll
e
Retreat DatesM } Th
h}
ar• 6 roug 8
The Annual Retreat for the
Students of the Evening College
will be held the weekend of
Mar. 16 through 18.
Exercises will begin at 8:15 p.m.
Friday evening and end folowing Mass, Breadfast and Instruction Sunday morning.
The Retreat is open to all students, professors and friends of
the Evening College and is a
chance for all to participate during the Holy Season Lent in a
really worthwhile Spiritual Exercise.
Rev. John Malone, S. J., former
professor of Biology and Marriage on the Evanston Campus and
at the Evening College, and now
teaching at John Carroll University, will be the retreat master.

• "t8 EC
Mrs. Whee1er VISi
.
. A recent visitor,_ M:rs. Esther
Spaeth Wheeler, accompanied ~er
husband, Dr. Chas. Wheeler, on
his photographic tour of. the
evening college last week. Dr.
Wheeler was gathering data for
the annual yearbook of the University.
•

Maupin,

W

The Family Relations Club of
the Catholic Colleges of Greater
Cincinnati are presenting their
Second Annual Pre-Cana Conference at the Evening College.
The first lecture was held Feb.
15.
The next lecture will be on
March 1 when Dr. Joseph G.
Crotty, MAM, will lecture the
women and D.r. Elmer A. Schlueter, MAM, ~Ill lecture the men
on the Physical Aspects of Marriage.
. This lecture will be followed
next Thursday by one presented
by Mr. and Mrs. Frank Glueck,
speakers at the 1950 Xavier
Family Life Institute, on the Economical Aspects of Marriage. .
The last lecture of the series
will be held March 15 when Dr.
John W. Higgins, Psychiatrist,
will speak on the, Psychological
Aspects of Marriage.
The lectures are held at 8 p. m.
in the fourth floor auditorium of
the Evening College.
Miss Dorothy Kaelin, a student
of the Evening College and an
officer in the Booster Club, is
handling reservations for the
conference.

Clef's CoucertDance, May 18
The Clef Club will sponsor its
annual spring concert and dance
May 18 !n the .Ball Room of the
H~tel Gibson~ it was ann~unced
this week. Like . last. year s concert, the club wlll smg about 14
selections in the course of the
coricert; this year such songs as
"The Battle Hymn," "Gospel
Train" and "The Riff Song" will
be featured.
.
Bill Vetter will act as gene~al
chairman of the program, Jim
Ahlrichs will handle the patrons.

.=.========

Wednesday Hours: I 0:00 a. m. to 5:30 p. m.
Monday Hours: 12:00 noon to 8:30 p. m.
Tuesday Hours: 12:00 noon to 5:30 p. m.
Rest of the Week: 10:00 a. m. to 5:30 p. m.

Mississippi Prof
Says, 'Don't Enlist'
ACP-Dr. R. C. Cook, president of Mississippi Southern college, recently set down four reasons why college students should
wait to be drafted rather than
enlist. These reasons, as published
by the Student Printz, were as
follows:
,
.
"With the emergency over, the
drafted soldier gets the final discharge-the professional (volunteer) soldier waits u~til the end
of his enlistment."
"The drafted college student
goes into the army with a heterogeneous ,group. From the first, he
stands out as a leader. In a new

· R
enner eturn ------~=------,
Summer ofourses
teach ers h ave re- UNIVERSITY
MADRID

Two former
turned ito the Evening College the
second semester. They are John
G. Maupin, professor of speech,
and Edwin P. v:enner, who
teaches the secretarial course.

Mahley & Carew

Study and Travel
A RARE opportunity to enjoy memorable experiences in
learning and. living! For students, teachers, others yet to
discover fascinating, historical
Spain. Courses include Spanish language, art and culture.
Interesting recreational program included.
For details, write now to

Bo'flB' ffSaap 'n' Water"
~ong Sleeve Ragon

KAYNEE SHIRT
3.08
Unconditionally washable ... that's what the
"Soap 'n' Water" label stands for! The name
"Kaynee" means excellence in workmanship and
correct, masculine styling. This sport shirt is
California. styled .. , with long sleeves, two
breast pockets, stitched collar. Grey, tan, blue,
green, yellow. Sizes 12 to 20.
l"abley's Doy11' Sho1• • Seeond t"loor

Spanish Student Tours

500 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 18, N. Y.

WE. CAM'r. G\Vl YOU ASURE WM 1D GET
LIPSTICK Off YOUR COLLAR • BUT· t11a~
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Too important To Forget The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an esse11tial
in every student's diet.
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member of Barracks Eight around
the campus that three or four of
his mates aren't with him.
But lest someone get the imtakings. When one goes to a party date, they all get dates, and then pression that these men have
or a dance, it isn't long before meet during the evening. Very withdrawn into a shell by reathe rest show up. If one gets a seld.om will you ever find one son of their closeness, let us consider some of the various individuals of the barracks.
There is Tom Jacobs, the student proctor, who is senior class
treasurer, a· member of Student
Council and an officer in the West
Virginia Club. John Vogel was
recently named to the Who's Who
of college students, and he was
also chairman of the Regional
Workshop of the NFCCS. "Slim"
Connelly is the new president of
the Chicago Club, while the eversmiling Jim Bulger is vice-president of the Chicago Club and a
member of the Campus Committee.
Then there are George Gilmartin, star quarterback of the football team, and John Baele, a
freshman football player last season.

Barracks 8 Unity Campus Phenomenon
Dormitorians Integrate
Beer, Dates, Catholicity
By JUaririce Moore
During the course of conversation in one of the local
bars, it became known that a
few of those present were
from Barracks Eight, "the
party barracks."
The point of the story, of
course, is that the men of Barracks Eight are known, not as
a series of individuals, but as a
unit. Many other stories illustrating this group integrity could
be told, and emphasizing aspects
other than the social.
For instance, 88% of the men
of Eight ,go to Mass every mornin during Lent, which puts them
ahead of every other dorm group
on campus. Their s c h o 1 a s t i c
standing compares favorably with
other school organizations.
Why does Barracks Eight stand
out so? A strong spirit of unity
based on firm bonds of friendship is the answer. As John Brannon put it, "We're all the same
kind of guys. We like to do the
same things." Added to this is
the fact that all but two are living together for the third year
now.
This spirit of oneness exists in
practically all forms of under-

Major Frey
Weds At Quiet
Church Service

The marriage of Maj. Robert F.
Frey, Instructor in Military Science, to Miss Audrey La Vigne
was announced this week. A
quiet double ring ceremony was
held on. last Friday evening, at
Covington Methodist Church.
Those in attendance included the
bride's parents and Lt. Col.
Thomas C. Shackleford, also of
the Military Department at Xavier. Major and Mrs. Frey are now
residing in Avondale.
Major Frey, besides being an
instructor of Second Year Basic
Military, is also the artist of the
Military Department. He has
made a scale drawing of a map of
Korea with the present deployment of troops, and lines of com~
bat, being superimposed on a
plastic, clear sheet placed over
the map. The map is on display in
In addition to those already the first floor corridor of the
mentioned there are the Hess Armory.
twins, Bill and Joe, whom it is
Here are the residents of Barracks Eight. Seated (I. to r.) are almost impossbile to tell apart. - - - - - - - - - - - - - John Vogel, Earl Williams and Bill Davis; standing (I. to r.), Chris Volz and Dick Herlihy are out the roster of Barracks Eight.
John Brannon, Henry "Satch" Webster, maintainenee man, Dick the Mutt and Jeff pair of the barHenry "Satch" Webster, the
Herlihy, Joe Hess, John Baele, Tom Jacobs, Bill Hess, Dick Con- racks. Joe Thompson, Bill Davis, handy-man around the barracks,
nelly, Jim Bulger and Joe Thompson. Mel Huber, John Eckerle, John Eckerle, Mel Huber, Earl sums up the whole story when he
Chris Volz, Bob Goheen, Mickey Cosentino, and George Gilmartin Williams, John Brannon, Mickey says, "They sure are good guys
were unable to be present for the photograph. -Photo by Heavern Cosentino and Bob Goheen round and what a crazy bunch."

PHOTOIRAPHS TAKEN
ON CAMPUS

MAKE THE TOBACCO IJIOWEIS
MI LDI ESS TEST YOU ISELF •••
YES ... Compare

Chesterfield with the brand you've
been smoking •.. Open ·a pack ••• enjoy that milder
Chesterfield aroma.
And-tobaccos that smell milder smoke milder. So
smoke Chesterfields-prove they !lJl. smoke.milder, and they
leave NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE.

TERFIELD

